2012, March 22

Mother's Thursday Night Call

Opening Meditation:
Rainbird
● Prayer of 7 Galactic Directions + Drumming
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

●Thursday – BEN 11 – letting go of what does not work;
●Friday – IX 12 – the magician, the jaguar – integrity; good day for bringing crystal clear energy
●Saturday – MEN 13 – completes AKBUL
●Sunday – DIB 1 – trusting in journey, bringing awareness of right action
● Monday – CABAN 2 – polarity; Caban is the earth – also a seasonal day; a portal day – healer of the earth
●Tuesday – ETZNAB 3 – a mirror: about scriving and seeing
●Wed - CAUAC 4 storm energy, creating change for others; good time to surrender addictions to fear
●Thursday - AHAU 5 – the movement of the completion; AHAU is the healer thriving to Christ
consciousness; possibility thinking
MariettaRobert:
● Last week, we did a visualization of to build a column of energy, a standing columnar wave, to be
sustained for Angelsu: later, she reported that she was feeling the healing energies
● This week, we did it again: the energy goes clockwise on outside of the circle, counter clockwise on
inside of circle – feel what it is like to be bathed in light: for anyone who needs this kind of energy
and for Angelsu
● As we have created this, it will continue as long as it is needed!!!
Housekeeping:
D'Yanna
The calls from T & R have kept people going, and have supported the White Knights too
Our prayers are needed more than ever for all those working on our behalf
BBS: Need $166 for last week PLUS $300 for this week There is a Paypal button here
T & R: ● Rent has been met for this month
● On the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.com There is a Paypal button on this site
and we can write whether it is for BBS or T & R
[Paypal = a 5 day process; US Mail is the same]
●Please notify them if you're sending something:
koran999@comcast.net
●Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerillos Road, # 385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
● Let MariettaRobert know: stargatemarietta@gmail.com [phone # not good]
Phone Numbers:
BBS Toll Free

530-413-9537
530-513-6472
888-429-5471

Conference Call:

213-342-3000, PIN 878787#
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Hard News:
R: I am Trevon Martin: this could be any one of us
This story growing legs by the hour: 30,000 people
T: Rachel talking of Mitt Romney's uncanny ability to lie – Lucy in the sky with diamonds – Lucifer
R: Chris Matthew in “Let me Finish” - the etch-a-sketch stuff: I didn't say that, the double speak,
the word magic – we are witnessing a magnificent change in the story: set a place at the table for
Elisha / Ashtar - he will be showing up any moment. No nukes, no flukes, no dates
Spoke to Tom the Cat and Mr X : we are a hair's breadth from your doorstep!
● It has to do with the biggest story: I am Trevon.
●On Feb 26th, a black man, just turned 17, well-loved by family and whole environment
● Trevon Martin's father was on Al Sharpton today; they walked through the neighbourhood to
see where everything took place – what it was feeling like that he was not able to protect his own
son!
R: all the talking heads say it has to do with Dubya and his brother, Jeb Bush
On Randi Rhodes: the whole bush / clinton crime family are involved in this -goes back to 200o
election and bush and Kathryn Harris and Al Gore who won the election
T: the bush family [Schirff] came here as nazis and changed their name with impunity at Ellis Island,
violated Lady Liberty
We have the Bush family on the stove for this one: the “stand your ground” law allows individual citizens
to use deadly force and give it up to individuals to use force
the 7 colonies were French; and France has right to be here on the ground as they are every day at Statue
of Liberty – and why do we have such an example of a society that is so unequal and so usurped?
How come
We are being graded by ourselves and in France, Sarkozy is the Bush Jr of France – very slimey
as we listen to what happened in Syria: the French got that land
who housed the NATO attack? Paris, France
D'Yanna: the boy was gunned down by a neighbourhood watch person who actually murdered the boy as he
was walking with a bag of candy and some iced tea
●the man kept following him and calling the police, who told him not to follow
●the police did not intervene and allowed him to use his own guns
●there are 24 states that have this law – Tara is explaining the darkness behind the story
Cathy: you can see the video and he was speaking to his girlfriend who was 15 on the telephone: he was
speaking to the N watch person: Are you following me? Why are you following me? You don't need
to do that ! It's there live on internet
D'Yanna: this whole incident is bringing us to awareness of what the darkness has done to this country
●a wake-up call as to where we are in this story
●call your Congress man make your voice heard! This will bring down the house just say no!
●This may just be the thing that brings down the whole house – exercise your freedom and your
sovereignty
T: good start with 35,000 people gathered in Florida
●the girl heard that he was being pushed, and then the phone fell down
●another lady looking out the window called the police – there is someone yelling for help on my
front lawn! You could hear that it was the young boy!
● He was asking Help me, help me and then you could hear the shot go off
Cathy: called him a punk
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T: the shooter called him a “f-ing coon”! We don't need you to follow him” said the police: the shooter was
following him fast!
●Girl friend wanted him to run
●Tara saw this at the hospital in Chicago: saw a black man who was shot and kicked by the police
●He was the one who saved the woman who was being beaten up and robbed!
●Barack has decided to play back to them what they have been dishing out! Many times said that
Democrats are spineless – time for us to know we can fight back
●The fear in this neighbourhood is so great: goes back for centuries: this particular area used to be a
plantation [Sanford, FL] and it wasn't pretty,
●now over laid with a mostly white community, but the land carries the hatred or whatever
●St Germain: prosper the land and you prosper the people: we have been split from land & history
R: refers to John Nichols: this has captured the attention of the Press Sec & the White House
●they want the governor of Florida deal with this; he was elected in 2010 and this is the poison pill
that still has to be dealt with, with all those folks are still listening to Lucy in the sky
●this goes back to the fact that we have, for first time since John Hanson, a man of colour in
White House
●why do people have to show up with guns at Tea Party Rallies?
T: Because our history has not been told correctly & it has to do with religion: it was the weapon of choice
to separate the mind from the heart with the clash of civilizations over religion
●truth is one thing; religion has skewed everything to a literal translation limited by 3D thinking
which has already broken through: we are getting 5D info now
●We are getting people speaking out more:
Interfaith Alliance President Rev Welton Gaddy – he lost a church in Hurricane Katrina
●How do different cultures handle this?
●One example that was universal: Apartheid in South Africa – handled by conflict resolution
●Ben Fulford suggested a truth and reconciliation committee to meet in South Africa
●But Apartheid did not really go away; it was intentionally created
Thom Hartmann: it is not natural for people to be in war; this is not who we are
●The whole thing is contrived – we need to get away from the narrow picture and see that
●there is only one big story: WE ARE ALL ONE; WHEN ONE IS HARMED, ALL ARE HARMED.
T: seeing lots of joys coming in stories, too
●Saw something in the Sudan, Darfur where millions of people are dead
● their skin is beautiful blue-black; their hearts are full of love!
●May think there is no hope, but they still sing and laugh and share what they have
●She came away with the knowingness, that it's impossible for the human race not to heal this
● when it comes to that, democracy with a small d has come to the USA
●We are coming to spiritual economics which has to do with ET 101 – will go to intergalactic
trading and sharing with all the ones that we are
●The 7 billion people on the earth represent 220 million different civilizations – we cannot isolate
ourselves any more into China here, India there: the common denominator is the suffering of
losing the Jewish children
●The suffering has consumed a man born in Toulouse, of French Algerian heritage, killed some Jewish
children in affiliation with his feelings of injustice of what's been happening at behest of [the
Khazar to keep the Genghis Khan energy going today
● Thom said the neanderthal man had a larger brain than we did & were more advanced than
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● just before the Ice Age, there was a haplo group [galactic intervention] from the Caucuses
the whites were to create a white race and the intent of the dark priesthood was to
program into us that we were not telepathic or could bi-locate as the Neanderthal
people could – they were very advanced
● we mated with them at time of Ice Ages and then slaughtered them
T: Keith was talking more about the Pipeline and Oklahoma
● going to go from Cushing, OK to Netercasteralli, TX – 90% of the people are dying of cancer
down there because of the refineries [Cancer Alley]
● it is to be a 500 mile pipeline which WILL LEAK: it cannot NOT leak due to the sludge and
chemicals in the oil
● by the time it gets to the pipes, there is nothing it will not eat through
● Bill McKibben , an environmentalist, said Game over: 80% more into the air
● who are the rich? the oil barons; Ken Lay of Enron is alive and well and living south of the border
Cathy: speaks of words in bible when children will be killing children, and famine and war, and
to be living in these days when the words are coming alive: we are fully conscious, watching it
happen while it is happening, and fully conscious as we watch it break through
T: And France's part has been hidden:
● Jeshu did not die on the cross; the one that walked that got a deal: it was Thaddeaus
● Judas Iscariot is a lie: he was NOT a traitor – the Romans called him such to send an example to
the people of the time if they tried anything
Cathy: wasn't there 2 Judases? And they chose one to be the scapegoat?
R: Remembers that Judas was a disciple of John the Baptist, and he was almost a zealot in wanting to
avenge John the Baptist's death; had a lot of anger going on: not balanced
T: in our history right now, splinters: Martin Luther King – southern leadership conference: no violence
R: Both he and Tara were in SDS but never took part in any violence
T: so whose father are we talking about: his father - Malcolm X: the ballot or the bullet?
Cathy: asks about the black boxes placed around the world to bring the energies up, heal the planet
R: a special technology from the galactics
● no human technology can lift them: they weigh tons & tons; they are in similarity to the multiple
tons of stones in the Pyramids and Machu Picchu –
● these boxes have a way of mitigating the stuff which has gone on since Industrial Revolution
began; they are mitigating the technology of death
● Serendipitous when the Roswell incident occurred in 1947, and we back-engineered the technology
and farther back, Hitler back-engineered a craft,
● things moved quickly and maybe we learned too much, too soon
● There are two sides to the situation: maybe the galactics pushed us too fast, but who knows?
Had we moved at our own pace, would we be where we are now?
Something is moving us now, the guardian races are out there who know the outcome to this,
you have crossed a line and we are stepping in to help us understand: drop the race issue
T: Police Chief Bill Lee has stepped down – earlier, it was temporary leave: Now stepped down!
Caller: at work today, bought skittles and iced tea on way home – should I have a permit to carry it?
He is outraged at the whole thing! An attack on everybody - and he is very white!
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T: Tag, we are all IT!! She has 2 children who are black Cherokee and their siblings from another mother
are very dark-skinned; they went to Hyde Park High School – around 1984, a man called Fred
Hanson who was 19 years old was slaughtered in front of wife and children by the police
Randi Rhodes brought up 9/11 again on her program today
Caller: concerning the arrests: is there one particular person who will start the domino effect?
Eric Holder is very busy for last couple of days: seems like he is doing deeds
T: Bush Jr, Cheney, Rumsfeld – a world court indictment out for their arrest
● ICC which is connected with the UN
● LM Nada has spent last 18 mos at UN and has been in charge of this republic since 2007: holding
the reins of gov't in USA since 2007 – and Hillary was holding the other end!
We asked for polarity and we are so persistent: we will suffer until we have had enough
John Nichols: interviewed by Ed on his radio show
● Al Sharpton's mother passed today: he is staying in FL until it is sorted out, in name of his
mother
● Al Sharpton is Rama's cousin: both from House of Racozy ● John said this is not the Al Sharpton of 1989 where things got wonky through the news – he was
controversial figure
● We all knew what we were getting into when we came here to do this mission
● our Higher Selves have been calling us to active duty: you're going to do this and do it now!
R: has heard Mother screaming in his ears: this is the final moment, now; I will not longer tolerate this of
my children!
MR: what is Mother saying?
R: enough is enough!!!
Caller: understands Pope is travelling to Cuba and Mexico
When he gets back will retire and will release secret papers that have been kept for 200 years
R: Has to do with Our Lady of Fatima & story of 3 children: brings in LM Nada and LM Guadaloupe
brings in miracle of Fatima
T: saw a special on Portugal today- 50-60% out of work; their food has been cut
● Now have a food kitchen: gather all together
● what we see in - is going on in Spain
Caller: go back to secret of library
R: has to do with miracle of Fatima is the revealing of the story of last chapter of Revelation – the
abominations of desolation which has to do with the clowny clone show:
● Newt is running for pres; even a story that Ben F is a clone on Rumour Mill news
T: cloning has been going on for 13,000 years
R asked Tom the Cat today when this is going to end:
Tom reminds him of the scene when Neo wakes up out of fake story and finds himself eating
oatmeal: what is this crap? And Morpheus tells him it's nourishing; eat it; don't think about it!
● This is the real world, folks – we are picking it up and changing it.
T: Don't miss what is happening right in front of us: like being handed the 4 of Clubs and the
transfiguration process on top of the mountains
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Caller: when a person goes to hospital, and blood is taken, where does the blood go? What happens to it?
T: all depends on what happens in the blood labs!
● That's how they put the AIDS virus into the homosexuals
the whole Armmagedon story was created!
T: Back to Fatima story: the abominations of desolation is the church
● the church is also your body – they are saying transfigure it into light, and you can only do it by
going through heart; why emerald green is the heart chakra
● discusses sound and colour
For full disclosure, we start blowing
We need a follow-up to The Golden Compass
T: the oil issue: what is he doing? What T understands is that he is calling their bluff
● He spoke out clearly and said certain members of Congress are pushing the river and making it a
political football about what I'm doing in terms of jobs and pipeline
● Keith O had an expert on who said it will inevitably leak because it is super toxic than any other
form of extraction on the planet
● Ref to the copper mountain region on border of AB and Sask – when you go overhead, you can see
an indian head with a feather and all, like a star gate – what has been done with the natural to create an
unnatural
● In terms of our humanity, we extincted the neanderthals who were our advanced telepathic teachers;
our elder brother and sisters and held the space for us
● How do you reach that space? Through phi – 3.14
● Refers to Obama talking about Phi at the dinner
● Phi is the Pythagorean theorum – the golden mean – Khutumi, Pythagorous & higher knowledge
which is the truth of what we all are
● an Isosceles triangle seen in the sun last week: the anomalies just keep coming
● Cynthia said we are going into a 2nd star of David
● Venus crosses across the face of the sun over an 8 year period every 120 years
● 1st traverse happened when the first crash of economy in 2008
● the 2nd one comes, starting this June – that traverse of Venus will have an alchemical effect
because the Kumaras came from Venus
● The spirit, the ray of Sananda Kumara [KOS] and Lady Master Nada [LM Nada, in charge of the
Republic] - we are talking about one nation in god, goddess, all that is – androgynous in all of us
● that is what Mother means when she talks of angelic presence
● the higher angelic realms are magnetic ie, feminine – when we draw from that magnetic balance,
the experience will be instantaneous
● we can share experiences: it's universal - the stargates are open!
● Oil becoming a moot point: he made it clear no more welfare for oil companies – billions and billions!
The eyes are getting bigger and bigger with the numbers:
● A smattering of the Neil Keenan case - $135 Trillion
● Lord Blackheath - $800 Trillion
● Tony Blair being noted as a demon, as Michael Tsarion said – going back to Druids
● Druids came from Inner Earth though one of the blow holes: Adm Bird knows of it; the
Icelandic fishermen know of it – Inner Earth
● going into Inner Earth –it's electro-magnetic energy that pulled them in –
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there are currents in the ocean: Lord Neptune guides you in the right way with the
mermaids and in that way, these people could Agartha
● it's an anti gravity experience – it's a translation without death
● In front of the UN assembly, KOS demonstrated throwing water on an oil fire, created a force field and
then shot a bullet which hit a shield around the white knights who were part of the demonstration
● the point was there was nothing that could used in that case should they go across the wire
● Kofi Annan, former Sec Gen, has at least got a foot in the door; Russia and China seem to have agreed
that there is a cease fire so humanitarian aid can be taken to the people – there is still violence
but there was agreement
● this opens the doorway for full disclosure – THIS IS NOT A SMALL DEVELOPMENT!
● A 1000 Cabal arrested in Canada on Monday night – THIS IS BIG! They are not longer circulating
● The names of Jeb Bush, Bush Jr, Bush Sr, Donald Rumsfeld
● T Lee was talking about Bathist party in Iraq and in Syria – same outfit: a black ops event
● These guys live in a world that they can manipulate technologies – no earthquakes!!!! [Mar 22]
● Yet she heard of a town that heard so many explosions but don't know where
[in Wisconsin – Brasscheck TV]
Rainbird: she is working with her neighbour who said she had received a message from a being who talks
to her: sounds were heard not far from Ashville, NC – on local news, ABC – and somewhere in
north Michigan
● these sounds are from Mother Earth releasing destructive energy within her
● Rainbird thinks it is related to the closing down of underground bases – there is one close by
● this gives us an opportunity to bring in joy and love and anchor it as it is going on;
● speaker referred to it as Mother Earth's song!
T: different vibrational fields getting adjusted, like we are – a chakra adjustment
Rainbird: Cynthia mentioned it last night: she remembers 2004, the ecliptiic T: was the first wave of ascensions
● March 19, 2003 we invaded Iraq
● in 2004, we had the unlocking of another stargate, a very major one so the ascension wave would
go through the stargate and they have been trying to do that in Iraq, but they can't because it
requires ability to love in a divine way
Rainbird:
re: trayvon Martin: Zimmerman had been stalking the young one for 54 days before this
incident: he called 46 times
● All in cahoots with the police guy
● and Zimmerman is not part of Community Watch!
● Zimmerman: completely programmed – just look at his face and his aura
● the darkness behind him that we have to face and Al Sharpton is doing it
Jesse Jackson has a role to play too
We have a sister there who has not been interviewed
● the CIA – martin Luther King was an asset of the CIA and made deals to do what he did until
they took him out. The one who did it – Ralph Abernathy took over the SCLC right after, and he is the one
who took King out – this was the deal that is darker than that!
Jesse Jackson is a member of the Rainbow Coalition
Rama's brother who is of a dark colour, previous marriage of Rama's mother – he was taken out
over money
many reasons for all the orbs overshadowing Grant park in 2007 – Oprah was over a bit from him;
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● the tears were rolling down Jesse Jackson's cheeks
● at the dedication of the stone of MLK in DC, he was also in tears too as he knows who did it
● he was filmed as the front person to tell the police where the shots came from
and sent them in the opposite direction
● Jesse knew where the shots came from: when you look at the picture on the balcony, all
are looking one way, Jesse is looking in opposite direction - of the shot
● There was an in-between story that the CIA did it, but they could care less
● The person who played the role of the Khazar leader [Netanyahu] has flesh eating disease and also the
Pope, Ratzinger – has to do with his lineage - The Rat Line: code name of 100,000 Nazis who were
never tried at Nuremburg: the church helped them changed finger prints, identity – called
Constantine's Sword - a documentary on this
● The records go back 13,000 years & Mother was here, in her Paschat body for 3,000 years: we all
were – that period of consciousness reincarnated without the veil over and over again in terms of
the Goodly family of time of the Pharohs of Aknautn, the 18 th dynasty; it was recorded that
millions went through that Ahknaton consciousness
● Hatshepsut, ThutmoseseII , Thutmoses III which brings in Mark
● Hatshepsut, Thutmoses III co-reigned equally – Dodi and Di will do the same
● brings up the equality that Obama has introduced with Lillie Ledbetter law, first one he signed
Caller: did they see about simulated earthquake in Mexico – why did they predict it and then do it?
T: this is what they do [the dark ones process: tell you what they will do and then do it!]
● HAARP is old technology; [the impulses come from the space station]
Caller: he listened to a video – 3 hours – John Kettler – worked in gov't for a long time; an empath, a
contactee – incredible information:
● there is a group called the guardians – or Management as per Wilcock
● Their sole mission is to remove the illuminati members
● the video goes into detail about things: 2 attempts to start WW 3; also about small boats doing a
komakaze thing against a bigger ship and the galactics made them disappear
MOTHER:
Greetings in the light of the Most Radiant One, In the Office of the Christ and only in the office of the
Christ, we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
T: we ask at this time for the coming moments that one final moment there can be peace on earth, and
that eternality is in the hearts of all in the recognition that we can do this now, can really dance,
● so glad to have the insights when Mother Terra Nova, Tita Lacoria, the Diamond One is polishing
the mirrors.
Greetings, Children of Ra:
● you are in the magic moment of all that is: things are turning faster and faster in how things are
getting done
● As you can see, one of our children Mr Lucifer is telling us what is going on and with the shake of an
etch- a-a sketch is changing the story
● Bill Ayers of GOP TV out of time, out of money
● the whole issue which has come up this moment is about the C in Chief who is holding back the avalanche
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● Each day there is more and more coming out in terms of issues for us to heal as a family of Living Love,
Living Light
● Every day we hear the calls why are you not here?
● How to heal the issues of the universe:
● first, how do we heal ourselves: what is it in Zimmerman that brings up such fear in him?
● what have we not been told about Mother Zudiachus?
● We need to be told of original Moabite nation, of the people of Bantu who are his
ancestors, and of the people of Sirius A and B
● As we were here before the gods were here: we knew how deep it would go, and how deep we
would get into the shite in the barn; how we would forget our divinity, our wisdom
● the spirit of the people of this planet is coming up; combined with Vywamus, we now say
enough is enough – and the tables have been turned
● It is not long in terms of the fact that we will be seeing 8 heads in a duffle bag
● As that changes, we can go to the next conversation – how to heal this story?
● It can happen that soon, that fast, how these ones are being removed
● what the Rev Dale said a while ago: they are being removed one way or the other: they have no
clout anymore – there is the door, use it and use it now; Stargates are fully activated
● It is getting bigger & bigger: has to do with the issue about why are we here in your lives at this time?
● The issue about my skin which is black – this issue is coming up to be healed –
● It will not go away, only get larger and bigger and encompass all on the planet.
● When one is harmed, all are harmed. Justice will be served.
● Peace is already here – the angels are blowing the trumpets – our salvation is at hand, and not by
a mysterious god in the sky, but you and me – how we look each other in the eye and know we are
co-creator gods and we have a solution to the colour situation
● We are one-hearted people and we bring the circle to completion now
● 35,000 – 40, 000 have gathered and the one gone [Trayvon] will be back: has to do with
the dispensation that is occurring in these final moments
T: remembering the thread of immigration and the 3 children who were killed for skin colour in
Mississippi, and the church - this is a modern lynching
Mo: it began with the story of our people who are the same colour as us; this is coming full circle to heal
T: Whitney Houston – look what she brought to the people – not nice what they did to her
Mo: about the issue here; do you want an end to wars. pollution, radiation – issues that separate hearts &
mind, the spirit
● everlasting live is in your grasp; you have the ability to instantaneously heal ourselves; not get
old
● Mission has already begun whether you like it or not, or accept it or not
● Enough is enough concerning my people
T: the energies are actually like surrender
Mo: about the law “Stand your ground”: we say to your unelected elected officials - “you stand your
ground”; we are here and do it while you are still breathing
Cathy: what is happening with the arrests – what is the latest?
Mo: arrests are already going on, yet there is a bit of blackout in the news
● the light is blazing forth like a quintillion suns that is burning up the darkness as the truth comes
out which has to do with your friends who from afar have a piece of the story to heal with
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you and it's about people of colour
● right now the cabals are deathly afraid – there was an isosceles triangle on the sun – an opening
of the star gate
● It's about our ancient family which has returned – not just about the gold dust, but about the
ancient stories that began in the ancient land of Uruk: Iraq; it was about ancient city of Babylon
and the hanging gardens, where it begins and ends.
● The largest base of your empire sits there in the ancient city of Uruk and there are anomalies
going on there: the people who built your largest military base:
● there are booby traps & anomalies – faulty wiring, electrocution –
● a booby trap set up 9/11: there were never any stories abut any Arabs attacking the twin
towers, only about Bush and Cheney & the Project for a New American Century
● We have been watching erosion of the Bill of Rights; in final moments, looks like Constitution is in
shreds & they want to put you in the camps and re-introduce gas in chambers
● it is about that for you, but about the fact that the martial law that was signed into law is about
our wayward children who are going to be removed once and for all – the talk is over, now actions
occurring.
● Arrests continuing at most rapid rate around the planet; media is anal-retentive about telling the truth
T: ALEC is behind
● voter suppression
● Unions – denial of collective bargaining
● stand your ground legislation
● the Head of police got a vote of no confidence by city commissioner
Mo: not just about Trayvon Martin; it's about war on people of colour
● Why we have to bring this issue to the present moment time:
● it's about an ancient, ancient story that when we began the propagation of the worlds,
long before “ we who were here before the gods were here”: we knew how deep, dense and
intense the stories would be in the final moment of your ascension and the resistance that
would be put up in terms of separating mind from heart, and the spin about who and what
we are, and who and what you are, and the lines would be blurred between negotiations,
meditations - “enough is enough”
● It is about our people rising to the occasion – the people of colour rising
● There is an energy about this and the one called The Black Madonna who was the mother of the
Man who said “Let me show you about love. You don't have to accept it, you can just use it.”
● This is about this man and it goes back to even before – when Phil Donahue was on MSNBC had a
show – there was one episode about “what if Jesus was black: what if his mother was
black? OMG the Messiah is black!”
T: a black Christ church in British Honduras – absolutely stunning
Cathy: those of strongest religions will have hardest time dealing with the truths that come up
her question: can she assume as the media opens up, it means they will feel safe to do so?
Mo: YES
Cathy: when they do feel save, they will speak; when media opens up, will be last push through the wall
Mo: yes, we agree
T: Rama has been talking about the fact that indicting Geo Bush Jr and when he walking out on the stage,
she has no idea what they are saying – what is it?
Mo: this is Karen Finney speaking now [on either Rachel's or Laurence's show] that Karl Rove is trying to
say that BO did what any commander would do to get rid of Osama . He is diminishing the fact
that Mr Obama got rid of Mr Osama, yet Mr bush could not get rid of Mr Osama!
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● has to do with the fact that after this breaks, and we land, and after that as your media
Karen, John N, Rachel Keith, Jennifer Granholm, Young Turks, Chris, Ed will be free to talk
● media chomping at the bit to tell the story about the funny lights in the sky that we see every
day on YouTube: the observers and the observed are one, the same family
● as we take this lesson here, this is an incredible, highly credible lesson about the fact of innocence,
when the innocence of the children steps in and says I AM WHAT I AM no matter what preconceived notions or concepts you may have; you will respect who and what I am in every word,
breath and moment. This brings in the word “Namaste”. This story is about every single person
since Rosa Parks sat on that bus! We had better drop it now!
T: Freedom in our soul!
Rainbird: her friend experiencing a lot of dizziness in last few days, went to acupuncturist who said he
had just treated someone else for same symptoms; he also found out that the people in Mexico
were experiencing the same thing – will we be having a earthquake here?
Mo: we are tweaking your alignment in your orbit, along with rest of planets in solar system has to do with
the alignments as you are moving into the frequencies of higher harmonic way of life.
● The anomalies in your local systems have everything to do with the fact that the ongoing ware
with her wayward children are in their final moments: they no longer have the stomach for war, as
they have nothing left but fear.
● Be not afraid – this is a old, toothless, junkyard dog that has nothing that can remove you;
● all has to do with you removing that energy from your time space continuum which is unbalanced
energy: call it evil if you will, but it is wayward energy that has no place in perfection, and they are
beginning to recognize that fact that perfection is the order of the day.
● Let it begin with me as I conceive of how I will interact with people this day: opening the door,
helping people cross the street, being kind – have respect for each other: how else do we do this?
MR: as we are feeling the energies of the other planets, and changing our own frequencies; it's like
there are different harmonics – what is changing? Is it our relationship to the other planets?
● The harmonics feel different to her – What is changing - is it our bodies, our perception? are we
blending in some way ? [with the energies of the planets]
Mo: you are saying it like it is: we are the ones who are changing and we are noticing it – it is changing
physical reality as we think it – that's how powerful our thoughts are
Mo: there is a merging of the mantle of heaven with the people of earth:
● we are experiencing the upliftment of the beginnings of what it is like to ascend and it is
awesome – a tiny, tiny sliver of what it feels like to be co-creator gods
● as we take on that mantle, and we begin to remove radiation, heal the sick, raise the dead, help
the blind to see – it is that easy with a single thought
● the frequencies being felt are because we are arising as we answer the clarion call: now is the
moment of our arising; now is the time for peace; now is the time for love.
MR: does this have anything to do with the merge she has experienced?
Mo: yes, and it will happen more and more to individuals across the planet
MR: she is not feeling light headed, it's the harmonics the blending of things in a different way
as moving of heaven to earth
Mo: energies are at a point of filling up and flowing over of the endless waterfall of love is affecting
every molecule and particle of love
● Lucy in the sky with diamonds is the old hag who has nothing to say; it is about us rising to the
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occasion and waking up and allowing the love to come in and explain to each other to have the
patience that it took so long to get to this place – may feel like a snail's pace, but moving faster
than we can keep up with it.
T: what about integration of the convergence of the super galactic centre back in March and entering into
a collection of galaxies – there are 27 of them merging together – has something to do with the
spiral arm of the MWG and ascending to the Pleiades
Mo: as we are arising to the occasion and arising to the moment of the frequencies, they [galactics] are
not stepping down the frequencies, we [humans] are getting to be multi-dimensional beings – omni
dimensional
● every single moment, we can be everywhere at once and no where at all
● has to do with how we understand colour, light and sound; with this combination comes how we
travel from Warp 1 to Warp 10
● As you learn how to bend light, it is a matter of using your mind; it is the ultimate god mind of
who and what you are that is learning how to multi change reality and learn how to move through
dimensions , and what white holes and black holes are & how we go from one dimension to another
● We are multidimensional beings and this is a multi-dimensional universe
T: today 22nd and new moon: does this not mean we are in a New Year:
happened at 10:37 this morning: new moon in Aries – HAPPY NEW YEAR!!
T&R: still have a bit of winter
Cathy and others: having an early spring; weather in Philadelphia area often follows what is experienced
in Indiana
T: significance of new moon: like growing and integrating into a higher wave
Rainbird: her new information : has found out that a guy was driving on an old country road not far from
her; slammed on his brakes to not hit a being, 8 feet tall with red eyes, solid grey hair everywhere
Mo: the Eva people, a young one – they are coming out now, as the clarion call has been announced that we
can soon walk and talk with you; the older ones are taller: as they grow older, they get taller.
● In terms of years, you are babes in the woods compared to the ages of these ones who are
thousands and millions of years old ● there are some over half a million years old in your terms!
T: Now being seen in Carolina mountains – also in more places in north-western states
Mo: there are 22 foot ones - maybe 30 millions of years old!!!
T: it is ancient Lemuria into BC and Yukon – get furrier and whiter as go farther north
●in Himalayas - the Yeti is large, all white – there is a wisdom about these people
Closing:
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